To overcome the difficulty of integrating continuous/discontinuous numerical methods to a software and retain its flexibility at the same time, National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) under National Applied Research Laboratories (NARL) in Taiwan has designed a Versatile Engineering Simulation ENvironment (named VESEN), which is a coupled continuous-discontinuous simulation platform based on Vector Form Intrinsic Finite Element (VFIFE) method and Discrete Element Method (DEM). Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) technology and design patterns in software engineering are used to facilitate VESEN's software usability and extensibility for adapting future requirement changes involving various constitutive laws, contact detection algorithms, geometric shapes of elements, interaction solvers, control points (in VFIFE method), and member sections. This paper presents the software framework of VESEN with a concept of "solver pool" and illustrates an iterative simulation procedure for ensuring the simulation consistency between rigid and deformable elements. Currently VESEN has been successfully prototyped and tested in studying seismic behavior of bridge models with functional bearings. It can be expected that VESEN can address large-scale deformation and collapse of buildings and soil-structure interaction problems in the future.
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INTRODUCTION
Coupled continuous-discontinuous simulation can be applied in studying complex engineering problem such as solid-liquid interaction, estimate the impact on structure caused by earthquake, debris flow, and tsunami. National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) under National Applied Research Laboratories (NARLabs) in Taiwan has integrated two numerical methods, Vector Form Intrinsic Finite Element (VFIFE) method and Discrete Element Method (DEM), to design a Versatile Engineering Simulation ENvironment (named VESEN, a Norwegian word in a spiritual way means "being"), for the purpose of modelling multi-hazard phenomenon.
Vector Form Intrinsic Finite Element (VFIFE) method. VFIFE is a novel numerical method proposed by Ting (Shih, et al. 2004; Ting, et al. 2004a and 2004b) . Different from traditional Finite Element Analysis (FEA), it is based on Newmark-β method to discretize a structure into control points instead of elements for solving governing equations. The continuity constraints are not enforced in VFIFE which makes it capable of simulating large-scale motion, deformation, even failure behavior of structure (Wang 2005) . Besides, vector-form motion equations in VFIFE also ease implementation tasks in programming (compared to the matrix-form structure analysis approach). Currently VFIFE has been successfully applied to study structure failure and collapse (Wang, et al. 2006) , structure fire response (Lien 2009) , and offshore template platform (Chang, et al. 2010) . Cundall (1971) and its more general form was given by Williams, et al. (1985) . DEM focuses on modelling granular and discontinuous material. Currently it has been widely used in various fields such as civil engineering (Chang 2009 ), agriculture (Ribas, et al. 2010) , and granular flow (Yang, et al. 2013) . Also, DEM has been combined with FEA and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods (Chang, et al. 2011; Munjiza 2004 ) for modelling continuum-discontinuum system and is introduced into VESEN to provide the ability in dealing with complex interactions between solid interfaces.
Discrete Element Method (DEM). DEM was first proposed by
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VESEN Framework. After analyzing the requirement of concepts from VFIFE's research, this study lists eight major types of concepts for designing VESEN framework: (1) constitutive law between stress/strain or force/displacement, (2) contact detection algorithm, (3) element, (4) failure criterion, (5) geometric shape for illustrating boundary of element, (6) points, (7) interaction solvers, and (8) cross section of structure member. This study modifies and extends the VErsatile Discrete Objects (VEDO) framework (Yang and Hsieh 2005; Chang and Hsieh 2009 ) to develop VESEN's object-oriented framework (see Figure 1 ) that includes all of the above concepts in classes. Inherited from the VEDO framework, VESEN also focuses on the interaction between elements. For fulfilling the physical meaning of a coupled continuous-discontinuous simulation environment, the names of some classes from the VEDO framework were changed, as shown in Table 1 . The details of VESEN framework involve: (1) how to decouple data and solver in numerical models, (2) design of "solver pool" for import new models, (3) procedure for coupling deformable and rigid elements in simulation, (4) design of "composite object" for detecting contact between elements with complex geometric shapes, and (5) design of "composite cross section" for user-defined structure members. Due to length limitation of the present paper, only the first three items are discussed further below. Decoupling of data and solver in numerical models. An object with physical meaning in VESEN is divided into two parts, data (classes with symbol "#") and solver (classes in gray). This design uses the "bridge pattern" in software engineering (Gamma, et al., 1995) to decouple the data from the implementation of solution methods and reduce the complexity of adding new models (see Table 2 ). Solver pool. To make things easier for model designers in adding and testing their new models without touching the core of VESEN, we design a "solver pool" (i.e. the "SolverPool" class) for managing these models. In the beginning, the main program imports all solvers into the "solver pool" as candidates for simulation. The name of a solver (reported by the class itself) is the index for searching the solver in the pool (see Figure 2a ). After that, VESEN gets the parameters (data) and the name of solver from the input file (see Figure 2b) . At this step, the relationship between element and the designated element solver is built. With the help of "bridge pattern" as mentioned above, the function of "ElementSolver" is independent of the data in "Element" (see Figure 2c ). Only two lines of codes have to be added in main function and the other existing codes will not be touched when importing a new solver into VESEN (bold words in Figure 2a ). Not only for the convenience for the designer of new model, but also the knowhow of individual models can be protected with this design. Procedure for coupling simulation with deformable and rigid elements. VESEN has to deal with the coupling of deformable and rigid elements the whole time. In the VFIFE method, rigid blocks are treated as deformable objects with high stiffness which leads to tiny time steps and considerable computation. In contrast, DEM ignores deformation of all elements and allows "overlap" to estimate an equivalent contact force in exchange for higher computing efficiency. To keep both advantages, this study designs a coupling simulation procedure for integrating deformable and rigid elements (see Figure 3) . Control points are classified into three types: control points in deformable elements (VFIFE element), control points in rigid element (DEM element), Sequential diagram for coupling simulation with deformable and rigid elements in VESEN and connected points. When deformable elements finish the procedure related to their control points (zone A), external and contact forces are transmitted to rigid elements (gray part) and the states of the rigid elements are updated (zone B). After that, the states of the deformable elements are again updated from the control and connected points.
CONCLUSION -CURRENT STATE OF VESEN AND FUTURE WORK
Currently the prototype of VESEN has been developed with 25 numerical models in 8 types (see Table 3 ) and used to study large-scale deformation of a truss system (see Figure 4 ). Once necessary implementation for modelling building structure (such as VFIFE frame elements) is completed, VESEN will be used to study seismic performance of bridges with functional bearing systems and collapse behavior of structures. The simulated results will be verified using experimental data obtained at NCREE. 
